
At a glance

Location: Munich (Germany)

Job ID: HRC0106346

Start date: as soon as possible

Entry level: 5+ years

Type: Full time

Contract: Permanent

Apply to this position online by following the 
URL and entering the Job ID in our job search. 
Alternatively, you can also scan the QR code 
with your smartphone:

Job ID: HRC0106346
www.infineon.com/jobs

Contact

Theresa Albrecht

Principal Engineer Functional Verification & 
Methodology (f/m/div)*

Job description
Functional verification is your home turf. There you settled, and now you are eager to 
continuously work at the edge of development? Then join us as Principal Engineer 
Functional Verification & Methodology! With this position, you will enter our "Technical 
Ladder" career path. The "Technical Ladder" is a career path for all those who are 
motivated to demonstrate their high level of technical understanding, who develop, 
share and drive innovative ideas with colleagues, have strong problem-solving skills 
and thus contribute significantly to the company's success.

In your new role you will: 

 using leading edge Define and implement verification concepts for complex SoCs
methodologies such as metric-driven, formal, power-aware as well as HW/SW co-
verification

 for IPs, sub-systems and SoCsArchitect state-of-the-art test benches

, including analog/mixed-signal Coordinate the overall verification strategy
components as well as system level functionality

 such as verification planning, Define and steer verification management activities
verification tracking and reporting as well as requirement-based verification

Conduct the clarification of verification requirements in cross-functional 
 with concept, digital and analog/mixed-signal design, software and collaboration

physical implementation teams across multiple sites

 comprehensively on module and system level Lead the verification of IC projects
and ensure a work process compliant and high-quality verification sign off

Proactively  and drive the improvement of existing verification methodologies
flows

Mentor junior engineers, with the option to assume team leadership tasks

Profile
You are committed to customer concerns and accord them a high priority. In addition, 
you continuously promote awareness of quality in your assignments. Furthermore, you 
have the passion and courage to recognize and seize potential for improving efficiency. 

Beyond, you are best equipped for those tasks if you have: 

A degree in  or equivalentElectrical Engineering, Computer Science

More than , including 6 years of experience within the semiconductor industry
roles of technical leadership

 like metric-driven, formal Strong know-how of state-of-the-art methodologies

https://www.infineon.com/jobs


 like metric-driven, formal Strong know-how of state-of-the-art methodologies
and power-aware verification, as well as HW/SW co-verification and mixed-signal 
verification concepts

Experience with a large variety of chip and test bench architectures

 and scripting languagesProficiency in System Verilog, VHDL, Verilog, UVM

  linters, test bench High level of expertise in using leading-edge simulators ,
qualification tools as well as data management systems

Knowledge in  and preferably functional safety and security is a plus interest in 
technical team management

, German not mandatoryStrong communication skills in English

Benefits

 Coaching, mentoring networking possibilities; Wide range of training Munich:
offers & planning of career development; International assignments; Different 
career paths: Project Management, Technical Ladder, Management & Individual 
Contributor; Flexible working conditions; Home office options; Part-time work 
possible (also during parental leave); Sabbatical; On-site creche and 
kindergarden with 120 spots, open until 6pm; Holiday child care; On-site social 
counselling and works doctor; Health promotion programs; On-site gym, jogging 
paths, beachvolleyball, tennis & soccer court; On-site canteen; Private insurance 
offers; Wage payment in case of sick leave; Corporate pension benefits; Flexible 
transition into retirement ; Performance bonus; Reduced price for public 
transport and very own S-Bahn station; Access for wheelchairs; Possibility to 
work remotely from abroad (EU)

Why Us
 Part of your life. Part of tomorrow.

Infineon is a world leader in semiconductor solutions that make life easier, safer, and 
greener. Our solutions for efficient energy management, smart mobility, and secure, 
seamless communications link the real and the digital world. 

The central R&D organization  provides the design „Design Enabling and Services“ (DES)
environment to the different Infineon product development teams. With state-of-the-
art design methods, building blocks and a wide range of product development services 
DES supports Infineon's advanced IC development from early high-level system models 
to verified products ready for manufacturing. 

* The term gender in the sense of the General Equal Treatment Act (GETA) or other 
national legislation refers to the biological assignment to a gender group. At Infineon 

 we are proud to embrace (gender) diversity, including female, male and diverse.
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